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THE GARCETTI VIRUS

Nancy M. Modesitt*

In an era where corporate malfeasance has imposed staggering costs on society, ranging from the largest oil spill in recorded history to the largest government bailout of Wall Street, one would think that those who uncover corporate wrongdoing before it causes significant harm should receive awards. Employees are particularly well-placed to uncover such wrongdoing within companies. However, rather than reward these employees, employers tend to fire or marginalize them. While there are statutory protections for whistleblowers, a disturbing new trend appears to be developing: courts are excluding from the protection of whistleblowing statutes employees who report wrongdoing as part of their jobs. Under this doctrine, the internal safety inspector who uncovers illegal behavior while performing his duties and reports it to his boss can legally be fired for blowing the whistle.

This Article explains how this doctrine, the job duties exclusion, was developed by the Federal Circuit over a decade ago to limit claims brought by federal employees under the federal Whistleblower Protection Act. Flawed at its inception, the doctrine languished, with no states adopting it until the Supreme Court’s decision in Garcetti v. Ceballos. In Garcetti, the Court applied the job duties exclusion to a claim brought under the First Amendment. Even though Garcetti involved a constitutional, not a statutory, claim, the decision has given new life to the doctrine developed by the Federal Circuit. Since Garcetti, courts have begun applying the job duties exclusion to state statutory whistleblower claims, placing protections for employees at grave risk. This Article examines this developing trend, explaining how Garcetti has had an impact on what is fundamentally a state statutory interpretation issue. It identifies the flaws of the job duties exclusion as first articulated, the reasons why state courts should not apply it to state whistleblower protection statutes, and recommends that legislatures amend statutory protections to ensure that employees who do the right
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thing and report corporate malfeasance are protected against retaliation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Garcetti v. Ceballos,¹ the Supreme Court effectively discouraged federal and state employees from blowing the whistle on governmental wrongdoing by adopting a limitation on these employees’ First Amendment rights. Specifically, the Court held that governmental employees are not engaged in protected speech for First Amendment purposes where the employees’ speech is made pursuant to their official duties.² Thus, when an employee is performing his job, uncovers illegal behavior, and reports it through the proper chain of command, his speech in disclosing the governmental wrongdoing is not protected by

². Id. at 421.
the First Amendment.⁵

One of the justifications for the Court’s decision was that government employees have other protections provided by a variety of state and federal statutes against retaliation when the employee engages in whistleblowing.⁴ Ironically, while the Garcia Court relied upon these protections to justify the decision, Garcia itself appears to be placing these protections at risk. Despite significant criticism in the popular press and scholarly literature, the “job duties exclusion” articulated in Garcia has slowly begun to spread. Employers have increasingly argued for its application to state statutes protecting public and private sector employees, with some success. If this developing trend continues, it represents a significant threat to whistleblowing behavior, as those most likely to notice employer wrongdoing are the employees who see it firsthand as part of their jobs.

This Article contains four parts. Part I traces the historical development of the job duties exclusion, which was created long before Garcia as a limitation on federal employee whistleblowing claims brought under the Whistleblower Protection Act. Part III examines the substance and effect of the exclusion and concludes that it unjustifiably threatens the goals of whistleblower protection statutes. Part IV explores the post-Garcia expansion of the exclusion, including the extent of this developing trend and why it is occurring. Part V argues that Congress and state legislatures should amend whistleblower protection statutes to eliminate the potential for the application of this exclusion and that judges should stop the spread of this trend by rejecting arguments for its application to state statutes.

---

³ See id. This Article refers to this limitation on whistleblowing protections as the “job duties exclusion.”

⁴ Id. at 425 (noting the “powerful network of legislative enactments—such as whistleblower protection laws and labor codes” and citing the federal Whistleblower Protection Act as an example of such protections).

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JOB DUTIES EXCLUSION

At present, there are four potential sources of whistleblowing protection for employees: (1) common law claims for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy, which are generally available only to private sector employees; (2) constitutional claims for infringement on First Amendment rights, which are available only to public sector (governmental) employees; (3) generalized statutory prohibitions on retaliation against whistleblowers, which are available to nearly all state and federal government employees as well as some private sector employees; and (4) topic-specific statutory prohibitions on retaliation against whistleblowers who report wrongdoing in specific statutory contexts, which vary from statute to statute as to whether they apply to public sector employees, private sector employees, or both.

In order to understand the development of the job duties exclusion, it is necessary to understand the history of whistleblowing protection, including the development of these four modern types of whistleblowing protection.

A Brief History of Whistleblower Protection

The history of whistleblowing protections in the United States is well documented. This area of law developed slowly and began with modest efforts that did not truly protect whistleblowers at all. The False Claims Act (FCA), which was passed during the Civil War, created a bounty system for those who disclosed fraud perpetrated against the

government. At that time, the concern was focused on fraud perpetrated by contractors/suppliers in the war effort. As a result, the FCA created a bounty system whereby the reporter of the wrongdoing was given a share of the recovery. However, the FCA provided no protections to prevent retaliation against the whistleblower; if the whistleblower was an employee of the contractor, the contractor was free to fire, demote, suspend, or reprimand the employee.

The next step in the development of whistleblowing protections was the recognition of anti-retaliation rights for employees engaging in union-organizing activities, which developed during the early labor movement. The Railway Labor Act, for example, passed in 1926, was the first act to prohibit employers from retaliating against employees who promoted, organized, or joined labor unions. Protection for workers outside of the railroads came with the passage of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) during the Great Depression, which prohibited discrimination against employees in order to encourage or discourage membership in a union.

The number of federal laws containing prohibitions on employer retaliation against employees has increased in the decades since the NLRA. Antiretaliation provisions are now found in dozens of federal laws, ranging from the little-known Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act to the well-known protections contained in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In addition to the increasing number of federal statutes protecting employees against retaliation, the scope of protection against retaliation by employers has become more encompassing over time. For instance, Title VII prohibits retaliation against employees who oppose employer conduct made unlawful by

12. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 4. For a more detailed description of the history of whistleblower protections, see WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at ch. 1.
13. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 4.
18. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at app. C (listing federal laws protecting employees against retaliation).
Title VII or participate in any Title VII investigation or proceeding.\textsuperscript{19} Courts have construed these provisions to prohibit retaliation even against former employees.\textsuperscript{20}

Part of the reason for the increase in the number and scope of protections for employee whistleblowers can be attributed to the development of greater governmental oversight and regulation of corporations and industry.\textsuperscript{21} For instance, the early environmental protection movement and the civil rights movement spawned legislation regulating companies. The package of legislative limitations on corporate freedom included protections for whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{22}

All of the above statutes prohibiting retaliation are topic-specific statutes; that is, they provide retaliation protection only for whistleblowing on a particular topic, such as employers engaging in unlawful employment discrimination under Title VII.\textsuperscript{23} This topic-specific approach was the first stage in the development of modern statutory employee whistleblower protections. As some of the topic-specific statutory whistleblower protections were being enacted, legislators began developing generalized employee whistleblower protections as well. The development of generalized whistleblower protection for employees took three separate routes: (1) common law, (2) constitutional, and (3) statutory protections.

Common law protections were developed by the states as an exception to the employment at-will regime that governs the vast majority of employees in the private sector.\textsuperscript{24} This common law claim, wrongful discharge in violation of public policy, is a tort-based remedy for employees whose employers fired them for exposing employer wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{25} The core concept of this claim is that while employers can fire employees for any or no reason, they cannot fire employees for reasons that would violate “public policy.”\textsuperscript{26} In one of the earliest cases

\begin{flushleft}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Westman & Modesitt, supra note 9, at 7–9.
\item Id.
\item See Westman & Modesitt, supra note 9, at 16–17.
\item Id. at 23.
\end{enumerate}
\end{flushleft}
to apply this protection, *Petermann v. Teamsters Local 396*, the California Court of Appeals held than an employee had a claim for wrongful discharge where he was fired for refusing to follow his employer’s instructions to commit perjury.\(^{27}\)

Since that decision courts have broadened the scope of protected behavior.\(^{28}\) Today, claims generally have been recognized where employees have been fired for (1) refusing to violate a statute, (2) performing a statutory obligation, (3) exercising a statutory right or privilege, and (4) reporting a statutory violation.\(^{29}\)

While the wrongful discharge in violation of public policy claim was not developed specifically or solely for whistleblowers, it can be a significant source of protection for them.\(^{30}\) Nearly every state recognizes some form of the wrongful discharge claim; however, the parameters of the claim vary widely, meaning that whether an employee-whistleblower is protected will vary significantly from state to state.\(^{31}\) These common law protections generally apply only to private sector employees.

While public sector employees generally lack access to the common law claim of wrongful discharge in violation of public policy, in the decade after the seminal *Petermann* case was decided, the U.S. Supreme Court opened the door to whistleblower retaliation claims for government employees under the First Amendment. In *Pickering v. Board of Education*,\(^{32}\) the Court held that the First Amendment could protect employee statements criticizing their employers if the employee spoke on a matter of public concern.\(^{33}\) In *Pickering*, the employee was a teacher who publicly spoke against the need for additional school

---

29. See Gantt v. Sentry Ins., 824 P.2d 680 (Cal. 1992) (discussing the generally accepted formulation of the claim); see also Kohn, *supra* note 25, at 23.
30. Note that the first three claims do not involve disclosure of employer wrongdoing, which is the hallmark of whistleblower protection statutes. These cases focus instead on forcing employers to respect the law and, in particular, to respect employees’ statutory rights and obligations.
31. For a discussion of the variations among state common law claims, see Westman & Modesitt, *supra* note 9, at ch. 5, app. D.
33. *Id.* at 568.
funding. The teacher vocally expressed a belief that the school district had improperly allocated funds in the past as a reason for the funding opposition. While this disclosure of mishandling funds could make the employee a whistleblower, the school district fired the employee for opposing the funding, not primarily because of the disclosure of wasted funds, which could be seen as whistleblowing behavior. The focus of Pickering’s claim, and many other subsequent First Amendment claims, was not primarily on whistleblowing but on the more general right of employees to voice disagreements with employers. Thus, cases involving clashes of political opinions drove the initial development of this constitutional protection for public employees.

Subsequent cases clarified that a balancing test would be used to determine whether the speech could be protected. This test balanced the employer’s legitimate interests in running the workplace effectively and the employee’s free speech interests. Under the line of cases applying this test, state and federal employees who disclosed unlawful conduct at work might be protected from retaliation under the First Amendment if the unlawful conduct were a matter of public concern and the disruptions caused by the whistleblowing behavior were not too great.

Soon after the development of the common law and constitutional claims that provided some protection for some whistleblowing employees, legislators began to enact generalized statutory protections. These generalized whistleblower protection statutes were initially focused on government employees at both the federal and state level. For example, the federal government led the way by passing the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978. This law provided whistleblower protections to civil service employees who reported fraud, illegal conduct, or mismanagement in the federal government. The states

34. Id. at 566–67.
35. See id. at 568–69.
37. See Connick, 461 U.S. 138; Rankin, 483 U.S. 1056.
38. See Connick, 461 U.S. at 152–53.
40. Id.
then followed suit by passing whistleblower protection statutes covering state (and sometimes local) employees. Now nearly every state has enacted some type of whistleblower protection statute for state employees. These statutes vary greatly from state to state in terms of protected disclosures, remedies to employees, and to whom the disclosures can be made.

Legislatures have been much slower to pass generalized whistleblower protections for private sector employees. There is no federal statute providing generalized whistleblowing protections for employees in the private sector. At the state level, less than half of the states have enacted generalized whistleblower protection statutes for private sector employees. Like state statutes for public employees, statutes governing the private sector also vary greatly.

Within this mix of whistleblowing protections, the job duties exclusion was created in one small corner: under the federal Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 (WPA). The WPA amended the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 and expanded the general whistleblowing protections it provided.

B. The Whistleblower Protection Act: The Source of the Job Duties Exclusion

The source of the job duties exclusion lies with the interpretations of the WPA. Prior to the WPA, protection of whistleblowers had been

41. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at app. A (listing state statutes).
43. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 77; see also WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 4-2 (Supp. 2010).
44. See id.
47. It is more accurate to state that the courts are interpreting the WPA and the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 together because the WPA merely amended the Civil Service Reform Act. However, the court decisions in this area generally refer to the WPA as the source of whistleblower protection, perhaps as a shorthand for both statutes, a practice this Article will follow. The primary anti-retaliation provisions of the Act are found at 5 U.S.C.A. § 2302 (West 2008).
provided as part of the general civil service laws.\textsuperscript{48} The WPA revised and, in general, increased the protections afforded to whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{49} This encouraged greater protection of whistleblowers by the federal Office of Special Counsel—the office charged with investigating whistleblowing complaints.\textsuperscript{50}

The WPA prohibits the federal government, as an employer, from firing, retaliating against, or threatening to retaliate against employees who engage in protected behavior.\textsuperscript{51} The WPA defines this protected behavior as "any disclosure of information by an employee or applicant which the employee or applicant reasonably believes evidences (1) a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or (2) gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety."\textsuperscript{52} In addition, employees are protected when they exercise a statutory right, testify regarding a protected disclosure, cooperate with or disclose information to an Inspector General when required by law, or refuse to obey an illegal order.\textsuperscript{53}

Claims brought under the WPA are heard first by the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB),\textsuperscript{54} which is the governmental entity primarily responsible for claims brought by federal employees who have been fired, demoted, or disciplined.\textsuperscript{55} An administrative judge initially decides these cases, which can then be appealed to the Board itself.\textsuperscript{56} If the employee is dissatisfied with the Board’s decision, the employee may elect to appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which has the sole authority to decide these appeals.\textsuperscript{57}

In 1998 the Federal Circuit heard the issue of whether an employee performing normal job duties was entitled to protections against retaliation if, in the course of performing his duties, he reported the type of wrongdoing covered by the WPA.\textsuperscript{58} In \textit{Willis v. Department of Agriculture}, an employee in the Department of Agriculture reported to his supervisor his belief that some of the supervisor’s actions were improper. Specifically, the employee had determined that a number of farms were not in compliance with a government soil-protection program. The supervisor disagreed and overruled the employee’s decisions in six out of the seven situations at issue. The employee subsequently complained about the supervisor’s decision and alleged that he was retaliated against for his complaint.\textsuperscript{59}

The Federal Circuit determined that these complaints were not protected disclosures under the WPA because they were merely typical

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{54} 5 U.S.C. § 1214(a)(3) (2006). In a few instances, the claims follow an entirely different administrative procedure. If the employee is also claiming unlawful employment discrimination, a pendant whistleblowing claim would be heard as part of that discrimination case. There, the case is decided by an administrative judge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), appeals are made to the Office of Federal Operations within the EEOC. If the employee is dissatisfied with the administrative decision, the employee can bring suit in federal district court (generally the federal district court for the district where the employee is employed). The result of these different procedural processes is that while most WPA claims are decided by the Federal Circuit, there are still a few that are decided by the various federal district and circuit courts. \textit{See} 5 U.S.C. § 7702 (2006).
\item \textsuperscript{55} \textit{See} 5 U.S.C. § 4303 (2006) (noting that appeal rights for performance-based disciplinary actions exist only for demotions or terminations); 5 U.S.C. § 7701 (2006) (describing MSPB appellate procedures). Only significant disciplinary decisions—discharge, demotion, and lengthy suspension—are heard by the MSPB. Lesser disciplinary actions such as reprimands and short suspensions are left to the employing agency to decide on its own.
\item \textsuperscript{56} 5 U.S.C. § 7701(b)(1) (2006). While the statute provides that the MSPB may hear the case itself, it is routine to refer these cases to administrative judges for the initial hearing.
\item \textsuperscript{57} 5 U.S.C. § 7703 (2006).
\item \textsuperscript{58} \textit{Willis v. Dep’t of Agric.}, 141 F.3d 1139 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
\item \textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} at 1141.
\end{itemize}
disagreements between supervisor and employee. The court expressed concern that were the WPA to cover this type of situation, far too many typical disagreements would be the basis for a WPA claim. The court further explained its decision:

Part of Willis's job duties . . . was to review the conservation compliance of farms within his area. In reporting some of them as being out of compliance, he did no more than carry out his required everyday job responsibilities. This is expected of all government employees pursuant to the fiduciary obligation which every employee owes to his employer. Willis cannot be said to have risked his personal job security by merely performing his required duties. Determining whether or not farms were out of compliance was part of his job performance and in no way did it place Willis at personal risk for the benefit of the public good and cannot itself constitute a protected disclosure under the WPA.

In reaching its decision that the disclosures were not protected, the court failed to consider the language of the statute or its legislative history. The court failed to discuss the fact that the statute’s language covers “any disclosure”—language lacking any limitation on the type of disclosure, the individual’s reason for making the disclosure, or whether the employee’s job involves reporting wrongdoing. The only portion of the court’s explanation that can be read as conducting statutory interpretation is its assertion that the goal of the WPA was to protect employees who risk their job security by reporting certain types of misconduct.

The court jumped from this proposition to two conclusions without any support from the text of the WPA, its legislative history, or the policies underlying it. First, the court concluded that performing obligatory job duties does not entail risking one’s job security; thus, the conduct is not protected. However, it is quite possible that employees performing their normal job duties who expose wrongdoing are risking their job security. There are three possible reactions to exposing wrongdoing that such employees may face in the workplace. First, the

60. Id. at 1143.
61. Id.
62. Id. at 1144.
63. See id.
64. Willis v. Dep’t of Agric., 141 F.3d 1139 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
employee’s supervisor may affirmatively want the employee to disclose all wrongdoing. In this situation, the employee will not be facing reprisal for whistleblowing and, therefore, will have no need for protection. Second, the supervisor may be apathetic as to the disclosure of wrongdoing. Again, in this situation, the employee will have no need for protection against retaliation. Third, the supervisor may want limited or no disclosure of wrongdoing. This may be where the supervisor has some connection with the wrongdoing or where the supervisor is concerned about his or her own job security. In this scenario, by simply doing his job, the employee is risking his job. Providing protections in this third scenario is precisely the point of whistleblower protection statutes for employees.

The second conclusion that the Willis court reached was that Congress did not intend for the WPA to cover nearly every disclosure by a federal employee of a possible violation of the law. 65 The court made this assertion without providing any support for it.

Three years later, in 2001, the Federal Circuit was forced to revisit the issue decided in Willis because of confusion over its scope. In Huffman v. Office of Personnel Management, 66 an employee worked in the Office of the Inspector General (OIG). He reported several different types of wrongdoing to his supervisor: (1) the supervisor’s own alleged violation of law by “preselecting” employees to be hired rather than through the lawful, merit service process; (2) the supervisor’s gross mismanagement and waste in the hiring of a contactor; (3) other employees’ improper hiring practices, where employees were hired without a competitive hiring process in violation of the civil service laws; and (4) another supervisor directing applicants to falsify their applications for employment. 67

The plaintiff in Huffman alleged that he was retaliated against for having made the complaints. On appeal to the Federal Circuit, the court held that the WPA protected only some of these complaints of wrongful behavior. 68 The court concluded that the WPA did not protect

65. Id. (discussing the implications of allowing Willis’s claim to stand).
67. Id. at 1345.
68. Id. at 1353.
disclosures made by an employee as part of his normal job duties.\textsuperscript{69} However, the court did allow for two exceptions to this general rule. First, disclosures that were a normal part of the employee’s job, if made to someone outside of the normal chain of command, would be protected. Second, if the type of disclosure were one that the employee would not ordinarily make, then that disclosure would be protected.\textsuperscript{70}

In concluding that disclosures made pursuant to the employee’s normal job duties were not protected, the court reiterated one of the rationales it expressed in \textit{Willis}. The court focused on the goal of the WPA, which the court defined in both \textit{Willis} and \textit{Huffman} as protecting employees who “go above and beyond the call of duty” by disclosing hidden wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{71} According to the court, Congress did not intend to protect employees whose normal job duties require such disclosures.\textsuperscript{72} While the court in \textit{Willis} provided no real support for this supposition, the \textit{Huffman} court did identify some indirect support by citing to several statements made during the legislative process, which noted that the WPA was not designed to protect poor performing employees from discipline.\textsuperscript{73} It is unclear how these statements indicate that disclosures made pursuant to normal job duties should not be covered. Perhaps the court was suggesting that all whistleblowers whose jobs require reporting wrongdoing are poor performers seeking to shield themselves from adverse employment action by claiming protection under the WPA.

The court also justified its conclusion by determining that the WPA was “ambiguous,”\textsuperscript{74} despite the fact that just paragraphs earlier the court had interpreted the same portion of the statute\textsuperscript{75} without referencing any ambiguity.\textsuperscript{76} The court did not rely on one of the key rationales it cited in \textit{Willis}—that this was the normal type of disagreement between

\textsuperscript{69} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Huffman v. Office of Pers. Mgmt.}, 263 F.3d 1341, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Id.} at 1352.
\textsuperscript{75} The court failed to specify what aspect of the WPA was ambiguous. However, the language at issue appears to be the “any disclosure” language.
\textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id.}
supervisors and subordinates and thus was not appropriate for protection under the WPA.

The court’s analysis is flawed in many ways. First, the Huffman court began its analysis with an incorrect assessment of the statutory language by claiming that it was ambiguous, and, therefore, required analysis of legislative history. Had the court begun from the normal starting point of statutory construction, it would have had a difficult time justifying its conclusion. The statute states that “any disclosure” of illegal activity, gross mismanagement, or waste of government funds is protected activity. The statute provides no limitation as to whom the disclosure must be made. The plain language is unambiguous and thus supports the interpretation that a disclosure made in the course of one’s normal job duties is protected. Furthermore, the lack of an express exclusion should be considered in light of the fact that many whistleblower statutes do specify to whom protected disclosures must be made. Therefore, in these jurisdictions, disclosures made in the course of performing one’s job may not be protected in all circumstances; instead, protections will depend on the person to whom the disclosure is made.

The Huffman court was also incorrect in its assertion that there was “no clear evidence in the legislative history” of the WPA to support the idea that disclosures made in the course of an employee’s normal job duties were covered by the WPA. The WPA amended the whistleblower provisions created by the Civil Service Act of 1978. Under that statute, “a disclosure” was protected if it met certain criteria. The WPA changed the statutory language from “a disclosure” to “any disclosure,” indicating that a broader meaning should be used. Further solidifying this evidence of intent to provide coverage to more disclosures than under the CSRA is a 1988 report discussing the

77. Id.
79. See Westman & Modesitt, supra note 9, at 70–71, app. A at 281, app. B at 309 (compiling state statutes protecting whistleblowers and noting that many contain such limitations).
80. Some states have imposed limitations on the type of disclosure that is protected. The most common type is that the disclosure must be made in good faith. This is a far narrower limitation on protections than the job duties exclusion, as it focuses on the employee’s motivation in making the disclosure. See, e.g., Obst v. Microtron, Inc., 614 N.W.2d 196, 202 (Minn. 2000).
proposed WPA. In this report, a Senate Committee noted:

For example, it is inappropriate for disclosures to be protected only if they are made for certain purposes or to certain employee or only if the employee is the first to raise the issue. S. 508 emphasizes this point by changing the phrase ‘a disclosure’ to ‘any disclosure’ in the statutory definition.\(^{83}\)

Thus, the plain language and legislative history of the WPA are at odds with the Huffman decision.

Looking beyond the plain language and legislative history, the Huffman court also adopted the Willis conclusion that an employee executing his normal job duties and thereby disclosing wrongdoing is not risking his job and therefore not a person who should be entitled to protection.\(^{84}\) As noted above, there are significant flaws in this conclusion.

Huffman has been applied in numerous cases since its decision and remains unquestioned in the Federal Circuit.\(^{85}\) Indeed, Huffman’s scope has expanded over the years because the Federal Circuit has broadly interpreted the scope of what constitutes disclosures made pursuant to normal job duties. For example, in a broad interpretation of the job duties exclusion, the Federal Circuit determined that where an employee’s normal job duties are to investigate wrongdoing and that employee voluntarily follows up on an initial report of wrongdoing, disclosures made pursuant to that voluntary work are also not protected.\(^{86}\) The court justified its decision by asserting that follow-up work—even if it is not required by an employer—is a normal part of one’s job and, therefore, falls within the scope of the Huffman decision.\(^{87}\)

**C. Other Federal Statutes: Generally, No Job Duties Exclusion**

Huffman and Willis are not the only decisions grappling with the

---

83. Id.
84. Huffman, 263 F.3d at 1353.
85. A current KeyCite search of Huffman reveals over 370 citing references, almost exclusively positive.
86. Fields v. Dep’t of Justice, 452 F.3d 1297 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
87. Id. at 1305.
question of whether disclosures made pursuant to one’s job duties would be protected by a federal statute prohibiting retaliation against employees. Courts have addressed this situation in cases involving the anti-retaliation provisions of Title VII and the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). In these cases, courts responded to the job duties issue in a fundamentally different manner than the Huffman and Willis courts. In Title VII and FLSA cases, courts have considered the precise statutory language to determine whether job-related disclosures of wrongdoing are protected rather than relying upon the judicially-created job duties exclusion. While the anti-retaliation language in these statutes differ, like the WPA, neither of them contain any language expressly excluding from coverage those employees who disclose unlawful conduct as part of their job duties.

Perhaps because of this, for many years, the job duties exclusion was not developed or discussed. Title VII provides an interesting example because its anti-retaliation provisions have existed for half a century. These provisions provide protection for two forms of employee conduct: (1) conduct opposing unlawful employment discrimination and (2) conduct where an employee participates in a Title VII proceeding or investigation. Employees in human resources are an obvious target for the job duties exclusion, as they must frequently assess and report to supervisors whether unlawful discrimination has occurred. The job duties exclusion argument would be that those who report unlawful discrimination as part of their jobs, such as human resources personnel who report violations of Title VII to their supervisors, are not entitled to protection against retaliation under Title VII.

Rather than adopting a per se exclusion for those whose jobs involve

88. As discussed above, in addition to generalized whistleblower protection statutes, some whistleblowers are also protected under other, topic-specific federal statutes. Probably the best-known of these types of whistleblower protections is found in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which protects employees who oppose unlawful employment discrimination or participate in a Title VII proceeding or investigation. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a) (2006). Environmental protection statutes also contain protections for whistleblowers; for instance, the Clean Air Act contains a provision prohibiting retaliation against employees who commence proceedings or assist in enforcement of the Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7622(a) (2006).
the investigation and participation in discrimination claims, courts have assessed each situation on a case-by-case basis. For example, in 1986, the Sixth Circuit addressed a retaliation claim of a human resources employee.\textsuperscript{92} The court did not mention the idea of a per se job duties exclusion at all.\textsuperscript{93} Instead, the court focused on the particular actions of the employee and whether the employee’s conduct opposed unlawful discrimination, whether the employee participated in a Title VII investigation or proceeding, or instead, whether the employee was a passive observer.\textsuperscript{94} Merely acting as a scribe to document claims of discrimination was held insufficient to be protected activity due to the lack of active participation or opposition.\textsuperscript{95} Other cases also show an analysis of the particular conduct of the plaintiff in each case and include no discussion of a categorical exclusion for reports made as a part of one’s job.\textsuperscript{96}

The approach courts used for interpreting Title VII is similar to that used for interpreting the FLSA. For instance, in \textit{McKenzie v. Renberg’s, Inc.}\textsuperscript{97} the court examined a human resources employee’s actions to determine whether she had engaged in protected activity under the FLSA. The FLSA protects employees who file a complaint or bring a claim under the FLSA or who testify in any proceeding under the Act.\textsuperscript{98} The court was unwilling to allow a claim by an employee who raised

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{92} Holden v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 793 F.2d 745 (6th Cir. 1986).
\item \textsuperscript{93} At one point, the court indirectly suggested that the prevailing thinking might go in the opposite direction when it stated that, “[a]n employee does not receive special protection under Title VII simply because the employee handles discrimination complaints . . . .” Id. at 751.
\item \textsuperscript{94} See \textit{id}.
\item \textsuperscript{95} Interestingly, this passive versus active participation rationale is now of questionable validity. In 2009, the Supreme Court determined that an employee who was merely responded to a company’s questions regarding a co-worker’s allegations of sexual harassment was protected against retaliation for providing information that supported the co-worker’s allegations. Crawford v. Metro. Gov’t of Nashville, 555 U.S. 271 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{96} See, e.g., EEOC v. HBE Corp., 135 F.3d 543 (8th Cir. 1998) (holding that human resources employee who refused to implement an order violating Title VII engaged in protected activity); Matta v. Snow, No. Civ.A. 02-862(CKK), 2005 WL 3454334 (D.D.C. Dec. 16, 2005) (holding that engaging in neutral assessment of other employees’ Title VII complaints was not sufficient to establish protected activity).
\item \textsuperscript{97} McKenzie v. Renberg’s, Inc., 94 F.3d 1478 (10th Cir. 1996).
\item \textsuperscript{98} 29 U.S.C. § 215(a)(3) (2006). The FLSA also prohibits retaliation for serving on an industrial committee, but that was not as issue in this case.
\end{itemize}
concerns about other employees’ rights.\textsuperscript{99} Focusing on the specific statutory language, the court noted that the human resources employee had merely advised the company of potential violations; she had not filed a complaint nor had she assisted other employees in raising a complaint.\textsuperscript{100} On the other hand, where a human resources employee took the additional step of refusing to obey an order that violated the FLSA, that conduct was held to be protected.\textsuperscript{101} Here, again, no categorical job duties exclusion was adopted.

However, there is one instance of a federal court adopting the job duties exclusion in interpreting antiretaliation provisions of federal law. In 2005, a Court of Appeals panel for the Sixth Circuit determined that when an employee engages in activities that are a part of the employee’s job duties, such activities cannot be protected activities under the Clean Air Act, the Solid Waste Disposal Act, or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.\textsuperscript{102} The plaintiff in Sasse was an Assistant United States Attorney whose job was to investigate and prosecute environmental crimes. He alleged that after one such investigation and prosecution, he was retaliated against by receiving heavier caseloads, worse assignments, taunting at the office, and the assignment of a drunken secretary who harassed him.\textsuperscript{103}

The issue of whether the employee’s actions were protected even though they were a part of his job duties was one of first impression under these environmental protection statutes. Rather than drawing upon the Title VII and/or FLSA cases, which are more similar to the environmental statutes in the sense that they are topic-specific whistleblower protections, the court cited to both Huffman and Willis, 

\textsuperscript{99} See McKenzie, 94 F.3d at 1486.

\textsuperscript{100} Id. There is language in McKenzie that could be read as consistent with the job duties exclusion. At one point, the court states that the plaintiff must “step outside of his or her role” as a human resources employee who advises the employer on conduct in order to engage in protected activity. See id. at 1486–87. However, until Garcetti, this language had been interpreted to mean that the employee must act in a way that shows opposition to the employer’s conduct, not that conduct undertaken within one’s normal job duties was unprotected. See, e.g., Robinson v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 341 F. Supp. 2d 759 (W.D. Mich. 2004) (focusing on employee taking a position adverse to the company).


\textsuperscript{102} Sasse v. U.S. Dep’t of Labor, 409 F.3d 773, 780 (6th Cir. 2005).

\textsuperscript{103} Id. at 777.
and adopted the courts’ approach.\textsuperscript{104} The court used one of the rationales from \textit{Huffman} and \textit{Willis}: only employees who risk their job security by taking steps to protect the public good are protected by whistleblower provisions and that doing one’s job does not constitute risking one’s own job security.\textsuperscript{105} As in \textit{Huffman} and \textit{Willis}, the court purported to engage in statutory construction and to rely on the plain language of the statutes. However, the court actually engaged in even less statutory interpretation than in \textit{Huffman}; the court never identified any language in the statutes that would support the job duties exclusion and failed to even address the policies underlying the statutes.\textsuperscript{106} In fact, there is nothing in the plain language of the statutes that suggests reports made pursuant to one’s job are excluded from coverage of the statutes.\textsuperscript{107}

\textit{Sasse} remains the only example of any court adopting the \textit{Huffman} job duties exclusion, other than cases brought under the WPA, before \textit{Garcetti}.\textsuperscript{108} It is quite possible that the \textit{Huffman} job duties exclusion would have remained in its limited universe in perpetuity had \textit{Garcetti} not been decided as it was by the Supreme Court.

\section*{III. Assessing the Job Duties Exclusion}

This Article has already assessed the job duties exclusion as a matter of statutory interpretation and concluded that the analyses of courts that have adopted the job duties exclusion are fundamentally flawed.\textsuperscript{109} Looking beyond the analytical failings of these decisions, the job duties exclusion is incompatible with the policies behind whistleblower protection statutes and inconsistent with whistleblowing theory and research. The job duties exclusion also creates behavioral incentives for external reporting that are not optimal for individuals or employers.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.} at 780.
\item \textsuperscript{105} \textit{See id.} at 780.
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{See id.} at 779–80.
\item \textsuperscript{108} For a complete discussion of the cases citing to \textit{Huffman} before \textit{Garcetti}, see Part II.B., \textit{infra}.
\item \textsuperscript{109} \textit{See supra} Part II.C.
\end{itemize}
A. Incompatibility with Statutory Policy and Whistleblowing Research

One of the fundamental policy justifications underlying whistleblowing statutes and common law claims is the need to disclose wrongdoing in order to protect the public. In statutes involving government whistleblowers, this is seen in the text of the law, which focuses on the need to protect the public purse against improper use of funds. 110 This justification finds its genesis as far back as the False Claims Act, which sought to limit the fraud being perpetrated by contractors against the federal government. The need to have employee-whistleblowers uncover this misuse of government funds lies in the nature of the wrongdoing. It is hidden, a type of corporate white-collar crime. Unlike the victims of violent crime, the government is unaware of the wrongdoing most of the time. 111 The goals of protecting the public purse and public safety were highlighted in the Senate Report on the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, which states:

Whenever misdeeds take place in a federal agency, there are employees who know that it has occurred, and who are outraged by it. What is needed is a means to assure them that they will not suffer if they help uncover and correct administrative abuses. What is needed is a means to protect the Pentagon employee who discloses billions of dollars in cost overruns, the GSA employee who discloses widespread fraud, and the nuclear engineer who questions the safety of certain nuclear plants. These conscientious civil servants deserve statutory protection rather than bureaucratic harassment and intimidation. 112

As is evident from this passage, the goals behind whistleblowing protections also range from protecting public funds to protecting the public’s physical safety. A recent example of the focus on physical safety is seen in the 2007 passage of a law to implement recommendations of the 9/11 Commission. 113 Parts of this law focus on

111. See Terance D. Miethe, Whistleblowing at Work 28–29 (1999) (discussing the hidden nature of criminal activity in the modern workplace); Ramirez, supra note 11, at 226 (discussing the hidden nature of white collar crime as a rationale for creating a blanket federal whistleblower protection statute).
increasing the safety of public transportation, and these portions contain strong whistleblower protection provisions.\textsuperscript{114}

In the private sector, safety concerns were the driving force behind the beginning of the modern whistleblowing movement. Ralph Nader’s consumer safety advocacy in the 1970s is frequently credited as one of the driving forces behind modern whistleblower protection.\textsuperscript{115} The focus of this movement was protecting the public from dangerous products produced by private companies. This goal of protecting public interests, as opposed to private interests, is evident in the decisions limiting whistleblowing claims to situations where there is a public interest present, not merely a private interest of the disclosing employee.\textsuperscript{116}

While the need to protect the public purse was an initial rationale for encouraging whistleblowing in the government, recently, the protections for whistleblowers in the private sector have extended beyond protecting physical safety to protecting financial security. For instance, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act created whistleblower protections for employees who provide information about violations of securities laws. This act also created a bounty system allowing these employees to share in a portion of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s recovery of funds from the employer.\textsuperscript{117}

Beyond the protection of the public’s financial and physical safety, protecting employees who are carrying out job duties when they disclose wrongdoing also comports with the concept of the rule of law.\textsuperscript{118} Disclosure of wrongdoing promotes enforcement and compliance with the law.\textsuperscript{119} Employees are particularly effective at promoting compliance because of their placement and ability to detect unlawful behavior. Outsider inspectors and auditors put companies on alert,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{114} Id. at § 1413. For a description of these provisions, see WESTMAN & MODESTITT, supra note 9, at 3-18 (Supp. 2010).
\item \textsuperscript{115} See WESTMAN & MODESTITT, supra note 9, at 10.
\item \textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 765 P.2d 373 (Cal. 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{117} See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform And Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, § 922.
\item \textsuperscript{119} See MIETHE, supra note 111, at 85–86 (discussing importance of whistleblowing provisions to ensuring compliance with laws).
\end{itemize}
allowing the concealment of unlawful conduct. Employees are better positioned to see the normal conduct of the company. Protecting those who engage in disclosure encourages such disclosure and thereby promotes greater compliance by companies with legal requirements.

In addition, whistleblower statutes also embody a policy in favor of protecting employees’ other, non-whistleblowing rights. In other words, whistleblowing protection provisions help protect an employee’s other substantive rights by ensuring that employees do not have to choose between losing their jobs and exercising other rights.

All these policy goals—to protect public money, promote safety, protect private finances, encourage compliance with the law, and support individual rights—support strong protections for employee-whistleblowers. The job duties exclusion renders this valuable insider extremely vulnerable to retaliation for engaging in whistleblowing behavior. Employees are most likely to have insider information about employer wrongdoing when that conduct is something that they encounter on the job. It seems doubtful that most employees are actively looking outside of their duties for wrongdoing by their employers. The job duties exclusion forecloses protection in most instances where the employee’s job involves investigation and disclosure of wrongdoing. This means that where employees are likely to have the most accurate information about wrongdoing, they are least likely to be protected if they disclose it. The lack of protection for these employees suggests that less whistleblowing will occur to the detriment of public safety and public and private financial interests.

Empirical research on whistleblowing suggests employees whose job requires disclosure of wrongdoing are particularly well-situated to be effective whistleblowers. In a study of what makes individuals more likely to report wrongdoing, one of the key factors affecting whistleblowing behavior was the role of the employee.

---

120. See Lobel, supra note 14, at 456–57 (describing the rights-based rationale for whistleblower protections).

121. Lobel, supra note 14, at 456–57.

122. However, those employees who have an obligation to disclose that is derived from a source outside of their employment duties, such as an attorney’s ethical obligations, may still disclose wrongdoing due to such obligation. See, e.g., Balla v. Gambro, 584 N.E.2d 104 (Ill. 1991).

123. See Janet P. Near et al., Explaining the Whistleblowing Process: Suggestions from Power
employee’s role was one in which the employee had some responsibility for reporting wrongdoing, the employee was more likely to engage in whistleblowing behavior. These individuals were perceived of as having more credibility when they engaged in whistleblowing, as compared to employees whose jobs lacked such a role. These employees are most clearly barred from whistleblower protection by the job duties exclusion because the terms of their job require reporting wrongdoing.

The exclusion is also unjustifiable because it operates to place greater weight on the employer’s interests in controlling its employees than on the need to disclose illegal behavior. The exclusion, which is not written into whistleblowing statutes, represents a judicial re-weighting of the relative interests of the employer, the employee, and the public. Were the exclusion incorporated into the claim for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy, it might be justifiable as a part of the balancing of interests that the judicial branch has undertaken in creating new substantive legal rights. However, when the exclusion is grafted onto statutes which lack any language suggesting its existence, its legitimacy is questionable at best.

What interest of the employer, other than the general interest in controlling the workplace, might justify the job duties exclusion? One that has been raised is an employee’s fiduciary obligations to the corporation. The duty of loyalty requires that the employee act on behalf of the company and in the best interests of the company. The obligations imposed on an employee by this duty depend on the employee’s position within the company. For example, a CEO is bound by much tighter constraints than is a janitor. A CEO would be prohibited from working for a competitor company by the duties of care and loyalty; a janitor would not.

The practical impact of the job duties exclusion is to foreclose protection even where, in reality, there is no tension between the goals

---

124. Id.
125. Id. at 404.
126. See, e.g., Willis v. Dep’t of Agric., 141 F.3d 1139, 1144 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (discussing the employee’s “fiduciary obligations” to his employer); Sasse v. U.S. Dep’t of Labor, 409 F.3d 773, 780 (6th Cir. 2005); see also WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 28–30.
of promoting public safety and employee’s duty of loyalty to the corporation. The tension between the whistleblowing policy goals of protecting the public and the employee’s duty to be loyal to the company can be obvious in some instances. Where an employee knows that the company’s product could be made safer by changes in the manufacturing or design of the product that would come at a high cost, does the employee act in the interest of the public (greater safety) or the interests of the company (cost savings)? Not all situations, however, exhibit such a tension; what may be in the best interests of the public (greater safety) may also be in the best interests of the company. For example, if the product in question could be made safer at a slightly increased cost, it may be in the interests of the company to change the design or manufacturing of the product in order to decrease the number of tort claims brought against it for harms caused by the product. The savings created by reducing the number of claims may offset or exceed the costs of making the design changes, manufacturing changes, or both.  

What does this mean for the job duties exclusion? Given the goal of producing a safer society, if there is no tension, then there is no benefit to the job duties exclusion. If it is in the interests of the company to have the behavior disclosed, then there is no theoretical justification for allowing retaliation against the employee. At a minimum, this suggests that the job duties exclusion is unjustified where the best interests of the company lie in disclosure of the unlawful conduct.

Other employer interests merit inclusion in the assessment of the job duties exclusion. First, there is the need to control the workplace and engage in normal disciplinary practices. The concern here appears to be that if reports made pursuant to one’s job duties are protected disclosures, the employee can never be disciplined for making a bad report. Or, to put it more generally, employers fear that poor performers will use whistleblower protections as a shield against legitimate

---

127. This type of situation could arise where there is imperfect information sharing within the company, such as where key decision makers are not informed of possible alternative designs, costs of litigation, or the likelihood of litigation.

128. This argument was made by the court in Huffman and is discussed in Part II.A., supra. This argument was also made by the employer in Kidwell. See Brief and Appendix of Respondent Sybaritic, Inc., Kidwell v. Sybaritic, Inc., 784 N.W.2d 220 (Minn. 2010) (No. A07-584), 2008 WL 7967961.
Another employer concern relates to jobs involving compliance with legal standards. Employers fear that any discussion of compliance will be a protected report: if there is a genuine disagreement as to whether conduct is lawful, the employee cannot be disciplined for continuing to raise the issue even if the employer tells the employee to drop it. Thus, this employee becomes disruptive in the workplace.

These are legitimate concerns of the employer. However, the answer to these concerns is not to exclude all reports made pursuant to an employee’s job. First, as to the disciplinary concern, if the employer engages in discipline due to poor job performance, the disclosure of wrongdoing does not render the discipline unlawful merely because the poor performance relates to the discipline. The finder of fact would be responsible for determining whether the true reason for discipline was a report of wrongdoing or poor performance. Second, as to employees in compliance positions, these are the most crucial persons to protect in order to ensure whistleblowing continues. Employees in compliance positions are the ones most likely to see violations of the law in the company—it is in the nature of their work. Broadly excluding these employees’ reports from protection would greatly undermine efforts at disclosing unlawful employer conduct. However, courts need not give carte blanche to these employees in the manner and the nature of their reports. For instance, the employee who keeps pressing his concerns after the employer has attempted to address them can lose protection by being unduly disruptive in reporting alleged wrongdoing.

Legitimate employer concerns can be addressed using existing doctrines that are more narrowly tailored to meet these concerns.


130. Most courts allow the employer to avoid liability by proving that the employer would have taken the same action even if the employee had not engaged in the whistleblowing behavior. See WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 234–35, 239–40 (noting that whistleblowing claims typically borrow Title VII burdens of proof); see also Suggs v. Dep’t of Veterans Affairs, 415 F. App’x 240 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (affirming decision that employer’s discipline of poor performing employee was proper despite employee’s assertion that it was retaliation for engaging in whistleblowing).


132. See, e.g., Dunham v. Brock, 794 F.2d 1037 (5th Cir. 1986); see also WESTMAN & MODESITT, supra note 9, at 236–37 (discussing potential employer defenses involving disruptive employees).
than is the job duties exclusion. The job duties exclusion replaces these fact-specific approaches with a broad exclusion, favoring interests of employers over the interests of the public and of the employee disclosing wrongdoing.

B. Internal vs. External Reporting and the Job Duties Exclusion

The job duties exclusion incentivizes external reporting by foreclosing protections for reports made to one’s supervisor pursuant to one’s job. Under the job duties exclusion, there are only two situations in which a person whose job involves the investigation and/or disclosure of wrongdoing is protected: (1) where the disclosure is made outside of normal reporting channels and (2) where the disclosure is not one that is normally a part of the job. The simplest way to avoid the job duties exclusion is to report wrongdoing to an outside entity. Making a disclosure to the press, for example, will generally not be a disclosure in the normal channel or a disclosure that the employee is normally required to make, placing it within both exceptions to the job duties exclusion.

One might believe that because external disclosures are likely to remain protected even under the job duties exclusion, the exclusion will not have a significant negative impact on whistleblowing behavior. There are two flaws with this belief. First, most whistleblowers do not use external channels to report wrongdoing. In a study of whistleblowers, only 30% indicated that they would report wrongdoing externally. The author of the study, Terance Miethe, posits that one of the reasons for this is the social conditioning not to air private dirty laundry in public. Furthermore, in some instances internal reporting is not mere social conditioning; it is required. For instance, if an employee wants to obtain monetary relief under Title VII for reporting certain types of unlawful harassment on the job, the employee must report the harassment to the employer internally, use the company’s normal reporting procedures, and give the company the opportunity to

134. MIETHE, supra note 111, at 64.
135. Id.
take corrective action and stop the harassment.\textsuperscript{136} In addition, reporting externally may lead to the employee breaching confidentiality requirements and, ultimately, may result in the employee losing the protection of whistleblowing statutes.\textsuperscript{137} These types of legal requirements strengthen the sense of employees that one should first report internally. The job duties exclusion penalizes the employee who does what he is socially and legally conditioned to do.

In addition, excluding internal reporting from protected behavior helps create a workplace where the culture discourages whistleblowing. Where employees receive the message that internal disclosures are not welcome, a belief that no disclosures should be made, either internally or externally, is fostered. This leads to the development of a company that has fewer overall disclosures of wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{138}

Furthermore, a disclosure to outsiders rather than insiders is typically not the ideal way to address wrongdoing. First, it is contrary to the duty of loyalty. The duty of loyalty requires an employee to act in the best interests of the employer. When faced with disclosing wrongdoing to the company itself or disclosing it externally, it would be better for the company to have a chance to correct the problem internally before the wrongdoing becomes known to outsiders.\textsuperscript{139} In addition, putting to one side duty of loyalty considerations, external reporting is likely to be either disruptive to an organization or ineffective.\textsuperscript{140} If the person receiving the report of wrongdoing does nothing, the report is ineffective. If the person receiving the report acts on it, disruption ensues for a number of reasons. First, the employer will not be receiving the information through its normal channels. Those best equipped to address the wrongdoing may be placed in a defensive position, reacting to outside pressure rather than conducting a more neutral investigation. This is particularly possible if, as is the case in

\textsuperscript{136} See Burlington Indus., Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742 (1998) (establishing an affirmative defense for employers to certain Title VII claims).

\textsuperscript{137} For instance, under SOX, the disclosure of confidential information externally resulted in the employee losing his whistleblowing claim. See Tides v. Boeing Co., 644 F.3d 809 (9th Cir. 2011).

\textsuperscript{138} See Mieth, supra note 111, at 64 (discussing how corporate culture can affect rates of whistleblowing behavior).

\textsuperscript{139} See Near et al., supra note 123, at 395.

\textsuperscript{140} See Vaughn, supra note 118, at 599 (discussing the potential for disruption).
most larger organizations today, the entity has personnel and channels devoted to handling such reports. For instance, most employers have created mechanisms for reporting violations of Title VII, particularly instances of sexual harassment. A report to an external entity may not trigger the normal investigative process. For instance, newspaper reports of harassment may trigger a response at a higher corporate level and involve those who are not normally a part of such investigations, tainting the result and removing those individuals from their daily duties.

Additional empirical support for the perverse results of the job duties exclusion is found in a recent study of whistleblowers and what legal structures were the best at maximizing reporting of wrongdoing. Yuval Feldman and Orly Lobel concluded that imposing a duty to report wrongdoing can increase rates of whistleblowing. If a duty to report increases whistleblowing behavior and suggests that those whose jobs involve a required report (making it a duty) are more likely to engage in whistleblowing behavior. The job duties exclusion places employees into a bind, where they owe an obligation to report but are not protected when they do so. The exclusion also creates potential for employer abuse. Specifically, by drafting employees’ job descriptions to include a duty to report unlawful conduct, the employer limits the likelihood of employees’ reports being protected by whistleblowing statutes.

In addition, the job duties exclusion also has the potential to bar another likely group of whistleblowers: those who know the appropriate channels within an organization to report wrongdoing. Research has indicated that whistleblowing is more likely to occur among employees who are aware of the proper reporting channels and procedures. Those who report within appropriate channels are unlikely to be protected due to the job duties exclusion. This may push individuals to report wrongdoing outside of the organization. The unfortunate result of this is likely to be greater retaliation against the employee, as there is also evidence that external whistleblowers are more likely to be

142. Near et al., supra note 123 at 398.
143. Id. at 398.
retaliated against than those who report internally.\textsuperscript{144}

On the other hand, there are some benefits to external reporting. First, it has the potential to bring unlawful behavior to the attention of law enforcement more quickly, before the company can engage in a cover-up. However, the determination of whether external or internal reporting is to be preferred has already been made by legislatures in crafting whistleblower protection statutes. As noted above, some statutes require internal reporting, while others require reporting to external entities.\textsuperscript{145} The fact that such variations exist illustrates the legislative choices that are incorporated into the whistleblower statutes. The judicially created job duties exclusion ignores this legislative preference.

A second justification for requiring external reporting is that it creates a bright-line rule that is easy for courts to administer. Indeed, the ease of judicial administration is a potential justification for the entirety of the job duties exclusion, not just the aspect of it that encourages external reporting. After all, an inquiry into the parameters of an employee’s job is eminently susceptible to resolution without a trial, as there are relatively few facts at issue. The entire debate over whether the employee was subject to negative treatment, and if so, why it occurred, can be sidestepped if the report was within the employee’s job duties. Even so, the ease of judicial administration is an insufficient justification for a doctrine that effectively erases statutory protections for some whistleblowers.

\textbf{IV. INFECTING THE STATES AND OTHER FEDERAL STATUTES}

The job duties exclusion has existed for over a decade. During much of that time, it remained solely applicable to the WPA. It has only been since \textit{Garcetti}\textsuperscript{146} that the job duties exclusion has shown signs of
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beginning to expand its reach to state statutes, as will be discussed in detail below. Before discussing the expansion of the job duties exclusion, it is necessary to first understand Garcetti itself and its effect on the whistleblower protections available to governmental employees.

A. Garcetti as a Whistleblower Case

As noted above, there has been much scholarly analysis of Garcetti v. Ceballos, most of it negative in nature. This Article will consider Garcetti from a different perspective than much of the existing scholarship. To date, many of the analyses of Garcetti assess it from the perspective of First Amendment doctrine as applied to governmental employees. This is the obvious context in which to assess Garcetti. However, there is another context in which Garcetti exists as well: the web of protections for governmental employee whistleblowers.

The plaintiff in Garcetti was a district attorney in California. Defense counsel contacted him and expressed concern about certain aspects of a specific case, particularly a warrant that had produced evidence leading to an indictment of defense counsel’s client. Ceballos investigated the situation, which was something “not unusual” for a district attorney in his position as a calendar deputy officer to do. The district attorney reported to his supervisors his belief that a warrant contained serious factual misrepresentations and that the indictment it produced should be dismissed. Ceballos’s recommendation led to a meeting that included Ceballos, his supervisors, and the sheriff’s officers who had been involved in the case. The meeting was heated and, ultimately, Ceballos’s recommendations were rejected. Ceballos brought suit, alleging violations of his First Amendment rights because he allegedly

148. See supra note 5.
150. Garcetti, 547 U.S. at 414.
suffered retaliation after the contentious meeting.151

Ceballos’ employer argued that because Ceballos had been speaking in the meeting as an employee, not a citizen, his speech was not protected under the First Amendment.152 The Supreme Court agreed, holding that “when public employees make statements pursuant to their official duties, the employees are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes, and the Constitution does not insulate their communications from employer discipline.”153

_Garcetti_ has been much discussed and much criticized. Within this discussion, there has been some analysis of _Garcetti_’s implications for whistleblowers.154 However, less attention has been paid to _Garcetti_’s role in acting as the final nail in the coffin of the federal employee who discloses wrongdoing as part of his job.155 While the employee in _Garcetti_ was a state attorney, the same situation could easily present itself to a federal attorney. The WPA does not protect the federal employee who informs his supervisors of wrongdoing—a potentially illegal search—because his report is part of his job duties. He is not covered by the exceptions to_Huffman_ because he made the report to his supervisor within his chain of command, and this type of report is one that a federal employee is normally expected to make in performing his job. Nor is he protected by the First Amendment due to _Garcetti_.

Scholars have failed to note the fascinating adoption of a doctrine that appears to be derived from_Huffman_, without discussion or attribution, into First Amendment jurisprudence. Certainly the Supreme Court must have been aware of the job duties exclusion applicable to WPA claims. It was brought to the Court’s attention in several of the many amici briefs filed in _Garcetti_.156 The Government Accountability Project
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(GAP), together with the National Employment Lawyers Association and the American Trial Lawyers Association, filed a brief that explained how the WPA’s job duties exclusion would bar a statutory claim for a federal employee. The brief noted that, “the [WPA] no longer covers speech that is part of carrying out assigned duties, except if the results are taken outside channels.” The brief cited both Willis and Huffman in support of this proposition.

The National Treasury Employees Union also brought the job duties exclusion to the Court’s attention, noting, “Courts have denied protection to employees who are performing their normally assigned duties in reporting waste, fraud and abuse.” The brief then cited Sasse, Huffman, and Willis in support of this proposition. The United States’ amicus brief in Garcetti also mentioned Huffman but downplayed its significance. The United States was supporting the state government’s position in Garcetti, seeking to limit the employee’s First Amendment rights. Its reference to Huffman focused on the fact that under some circumstances, an employee could still be protected for reports made in the workplace. This discrepancy in the descriptions contained in the briefs should have at least triggered some inquiry into the contours of the Huffman holding, which would lead the Court to an understanding of the limited statutory protections for federal employees.

The Supreme Court’s awareness of the job duties exclusion is also evident from the fact that one of the dissenting opinions discusses the problem created by Garcetti and the pre-existing job duties exclusion. Justice Souter’s dissent expressly acknowledged the lack of protection under the WPA for federal employees’ statements made in connection with their official duties.

157. Id. at 22 (citing Willis v. Dep’t of Agric., 141 F.3d 1139, 1143 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Huffman v. Office of Pers. Mgmt., 263 F.3d 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2001)).
160. Id.
with their normal job duties, stating that, “significantly, federal employees have been held to be unprotected for statements made in connection with normal employment duties . . . the very speech that the majority says will be covered by ‘the powerful network of legislative enactments’ . . . available to those who seek to expose wrongdoing.”

Justice Souter also cited both Willis and Huffman in his dissent. Despite this, the majority opinion in Garcetti failed to discuss or even acknowledge that the job duties exclusion it adopted had its genesis elsewhere.

In Garcetti, the Court assessed behavior that can be seen as whistleblowing—the report of an improper warrant—only from a First Amendment perspective. The Court did not consider whether the job duties exclusion it articulated would be appropriate as applied to a claim brought under a whistleblower protection statute. Whether the job duties exclusion should be applied to a particular whistleblower protection statute is a vastly different analysis than determining whether it applies to a First Amendment claim. This is primarily because of the divergent sources of these protections. On the one hand, the very idea that a governmental employee’s speech on the job may be protected under the First Amendment is a doctrine developed by the Supreme Court. The test developed by the Supreme Court, even at the outset, was one that required the courts to balance employer interests against employee interests. As the Court noted in Pickering v. Board of Education, “the problem in any case is to arrive at a balance between the interests of the teacher, as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the State, as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees.” A doctrine that directs the courts on how to engage in that balancing under certain circumstances is, on some level, consistent with this balancing concept of the First Amendment. On the other hand, for whistleblower protection statutes, courts are not directed to balance the employer and employee interests—the balancing has already been

165. Id.
166. Id. at 568.
done by the legislature in drafting the statute. Despite the fact that these
are fundamentally different types of analysis, the imprimatur of
Supreme Court approval of the job duties exclusion concept appears to
have provided an unanticipated boost to the viability of the doctrine as
applied to statutory whistleblower claims. This is discussed in the
following subparts.

B. The Garcetti Virus: Preparing Courts to Accept the Huffman Job
Duties Exclusion

Before analyzing the degree to which the job duties exclusion has
infected state statutes, it is helpful to understand the manner in which
this infection has been occurring. Before Garcetti, the job duties
exclusion existed almost in a vacuum because it applied in such a
limited context—to federal employees.167 This would have made it
known primarily to attorneys handling federal employee whistleblowing
claims, not to employment lawyers handling whistleblowing issues in
the private sector. Garcetti seems to have popularized the job duties
exclusion, making the concept known more generally to attorneys and
judges. Of these groups, the driving force behind the increasing number
of courts accepting the job duties exclusion appears to be employers’
atorneys. They have argued for its application in most whistleblowing
cases,168 with some success.

This is not to suggest that courts have unquestioningly accepted the
job duties exclusion. The difficulty that attorneys have faced in arguing
for the job duties exception has been that Garcetti’s adoption of the job
duties exclusion took place under the First Amendment. While there are
a few state statutes that mirror the First Amendment, making the
application of Garcetti immediately apparent,169 the holding cannot
simply be applied to most statutory claims. The First Amendment
analysis, with its focus on the topic of the speech and the balancing test

167. While Sasse could be applied to private sector employees, it had not been.
168. As one plaintiff’s lawyer stated, “Employers always argue for it [the job duties exclusion] to
apply.” Telephone interview with Jason Zuckerman, Senior Legal Advisor, U.S. Office of Special
Counsel (July 2, 2010).
169. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. § 31-51q (2010).
of governmental and employee interests, is entirely different from an analysis of the precise terms of a specific federal or state statute that would be necessary to determine whether the job duties exclusion should apply. However, the Supreme Court’s acceptance of the job duties exclusion in one context (pursuant to the First Amendment) appears to have given indirect support for the job duties exclusion to be applied to state statutory whistleblower claims.

In addition to validating the concept of the job duties exclusion, albeit in a different context, Garcetti indirectly provided assistance to attorneys in transferring its holding to whistleblowing statutes. In his dissent, Justice Souter commented on the effect of Garcetti for federal employees and discussed Huffman and Willis. Once attorneys were aware of Huffman and Willis, the argument became simple: generalized state whistleblowing statutes should be interpreted consistent with the WPA, using Huffman and Willis as a guide.

One of the significant flaws with this argument is that whistleblowing statutes vary, making adoption of an interpretation of the WPA subject to the similarities in language in the statutes. Of particular importance here is the variance in statutes in identifying the person to whom reports of wrongdoing must be made in order for statutory protections to apply to the employee. Some of these provisions are entirely incompatible with the job duties exclusion, while others render the job duties exclusion unnecessary. For instance, New York’s whistleblower protection statute affirmatively requires that employees report wrongdoing to their supervisors and provide the employer with an opportunity to correct the alleged wrongdoing in order to be protected. In other states, employees are required to report to appropriate enforcement authorities, making the job duties exclusion effectively unnecessary. These varying statutory provisions are indicative of the fact that state statutory whistleblower protections embody a legislative balancing of employer interests versus employee

171. To continue with the infection analogy, Garcetti is the virus that invades the host-court and makes it more amenable to accepting the Huffman job duties exclusion.
172. N.Y. LABOR LAW § 740 (McKinney 2006).
and public interests. Thus, courts should not simply apply Huffman and Willis without considering the precise language of the state statute at issue.

Despite this, it appears that something, most likely Garcetti’s holding, is overriding the normal process of statutory interpretation. The fact that the Supreme Court’s adoption of the job duties exclusion occurred in the context of the First Amendment is likely overshadowed by the fact that the Supreme Court accepted the concept of the job duties exclusion. Because of this, Garcetti’s acceptance of the job duties exclusionary concept has prepared courts to accept these arguments.

C. Increasing Employer Use and Court Acceptance of the Job Duties Exclusion

Since Garcetti, employers’ have, apparently, increasingly attempted to rely on the job duties exclusion to defeat a whistleblowing claim based on state statutory protections. Before Garcetti, there were only a few such reported cases. Since then, this number has more than tripled.


Furthermore, none of the four cases relying on *Huffman* explicitly adopted the job duties exclusion. In *Mather v. Executive Office for Public Safety*, the defendant made the argument in a motion for a directed verdict, which was denied.\(^{176}\) In *Cates v. State*, the defendant asserted the job duties exclusion in the trial court as part of its opposition to the Plaintiff’s Motion for Leave to Amend,\(^{177}\) but that court ultimately decided the issue on other grounds.\(^{178}\) The court in *Dunleavy v. Wayne County Commission* dismissed the state statutory whistleblower claim for lack of subject matter jurisdiction as part of its decision dismissing a federal claim without addressing the defendant’s proffered argument on the job duties exclusion.\(^{179}\)

In only one of these cases before *Garcetti* did the court expressly address the applicability of the *Huffman* job duties exclusion to a state

---


statutory whistleblower claim. In 2002, the Texas Court of Appeals declined to adopt the job duties exclusion in *Rogers v. City of Fort Worth.*[^180] *Rogers* involved a deputy sheriff who was allegedly fired for writing a report which contained information about a co-worker’s conduct that violated a city ordinance.[^181] The defending employer argued that the *Huffman* job duties exclusion applied, apparently because the employee had written the report at his supervisor’s request.[^182] The Court articulated two reasons for its refusal to follow *Huffman.* First, the Court noted that the *Huffman* rationale for the adoption of the job duties exclusion was based on its legislative history, which the *Huffman* court described as limiting the goal of the WPA to protecting employees who go above and beyond the call of duty.[^183] The *Rogers* court found no similar legislative history in the Texas whistleblower protection statute and determined that even though the Texas statute was generally modeled after the WPA, this was insufficient to justify the adoption of the *Huffman* approach.[^184] Second, the *Rogers* court indicated that the *Huffman* job duties exclusion was inconsistent with Texas precedent and suggested that the terms of the statute lacked any language that would justify the exclusion.[^185]

Since *Garcetti,* there has been an increase in the incidence of employers relying on the job duties exclusion.[^186] In addition, there are indications that courts are more willing to accept the job duties exclusion. While the majority of the post-*Garcetti* cases have resulted in no direct discussion of the job duties exclusion, four jurisdictions since *Garcetti* have accepted the job duties exclusion, and one jurisdiction appears to have accepted the job duties exclusion in part, applying it to public employees but not private employees. Only one jurisdiction has refused to apply the job duties exclusion at all. In sum, what appeared to be a losing argument pre-*Garcetti* is now viable.

---

[^181]: *Id.* at 271–74.
[^182]: *See id.* at 276 (declining to apply *Huffman*).
[^183]: *Id.*
[^184]: *Id.*
[^185]: *Id.*
[^186]: Of the thirteen cases where the *Huffman* job duties exclusion has been raised, only the seven cases discussed below appear to have resulted in a decision on whether to apply it.
Minnesota provides insight into how *Garcetti* has indirectly influenced courts to accept the job duties exclusion. Minnesota had grappled with the issue of whether disclosures made as a part of an employee’s job were protected under the Minnesota Whistleblower Protection Act before *Garcetti*. While pre-*Garcetti* cases interpreting the Minnesota Act did discuss an employee’s job duties, the primary focus was on the statute’s “good faith” requirement. The good faith requirement provides that, in order to be protected, an employee’s disclosure must be made in good faith. This term was defined to provide protection only to disclosures made for the purpose of exposing illegality. Thus, the inquiry was whether the disclosure was made with the purpose of exposing illegality or simply done because the employee’s job required it. These Minnesota cases did not cite to *Willis*, *Huffman*, or *Sasse*.

After *Garcetti*, it still took some time before *Huffman* and *Willis* intruded into Minnesota’s analysis. In 2008, the Minnesota Court of Appeals addressed the job duties issue in *Kidwell v. Sybaritic, Inc.*, yet none of the briefs mentioned *Garcetti*, *Huffman*, *Willis*, or *Sasse*, and the court’s decision followed the Minnesota analysis described.
above.\textsuperscript{193} By the time that \textit{Kidwell} made it to the Minnesota Supreme Court, however, \textit{Huffman, Willis}, and \textit{Garcetti} were heavily cited in the parties’ briefs,\textsuperscript{194} and \textit{Huffman} went on to take center stage in the court’s analysis.  

\textit{Kidwell}\textsuperscript{195} serves as an example of the extent to which \textit{Garcetti} is affecting the state court interpretations of state whistleblowing statutes. Minnesota had a decade of decisions that focused on good faith in assessing whether a disclosure was protected.\textsuperscript{196} Despite this, the Minnesota Supreme Court took a radically different approach in \textit{Kidwell}; one that, in effect, adopted the \textit{Huffman} job duties exclusion. While the court explicitly stated that it was not adopting a blanket rule that “as a matter of law, ‘an employee does not engage in protected conduct under the whistleblower act if the employee makes a report in fulfillment of the duties of his or her job,’”\textsuperscript{197} it effectively replaced its good faith test with the \textit{Huffman} job duties exclusion.

In order to reach this result, the court first determined that it was appropriate and helpful to consider cases interpreting the WPA, ignoring the fact that the WPA and Minnesota statute’s language differs.\textsuperscript{198} The court then suggested that it was combining the traditional Minnesota analysis, described above, with the \textit{Huffman} approach when it decided...
that where the employee’s report of wrongdoing is made pursuant to the employee’s job duties, the employee will need to show “something more” in order to prove that the report was made with the intent to blow the whistle. This appears to do little to change existing Minnesota law. However, the court then went on to analyze the question of what “something more” would be by explicitly approving Huffman’s exceptions to the job duties exclusion. First, the court adopted the Huffman exception that protects reports made outside of the normal reporting structure. Second, the court adopted the Huffman exception that protects reports where the employee is generally required to report wrongful behavior (as would be the case where a statute or regulation requires the reporting), but the requirement is not a specifically assigned duty.

The result of this marriage of existing Minnesota doctrine and the job duties exclusion is, at the end of the day, likely to become simply the job duties exclusion. This is evident by the manner in which the court applied its announced rules. Rather than a general assessment of the employee’s intent, the court determined that the employee’s report was not protected because neither of the two Huffman exceptions applied and specifically noted that “this case falls within the first situation described above in Huffman, where an employee, with a specific assignment for ensuring legal compliance, discovers and reports a potential problem to his client.”

Minnesota has become infected with the job duties exclusion. Moreover, this marks a significant doctrinal shift because the exclusion will now be applied to public and private sector employees’ whistleblowing claims.

199. Id. at 228–29 (majority opinion).
200. Id. at 229–30.
201. Id.
202. Id. at 230.
203. Once adopted, the job duties exclusion seems to become a driving force in much whistleblowing litigation. For example, since Huffman was decided, the job duties exclusion has been relied upon in hundreds of cases involving the WPA. This can be seen by Key Citing Huffman and then limiting the display to those cases relying upon the headnotes addressing the job duties exclusion. Since these are only the cases that end up being reported by Westlaw, it is fair to assume there are a significant number of cases dismissed early on based on the job duties exclusion that do not end up reported.
The second, and perhaps most enthusiastic, acceptance of the job duties exclusion since Garcetti is seen in Haddox v. Ohio Attorney General, a decision by the Ohio Court of Appeals. Haddox involved a state attorney who alleged that she had been demoted because she reported a subordinate for misreporting her time, resulting in an accrual of compensatory time to which the subordinate employee was not entitled. The court noted a scarcity of authority interpreting the Ohio whistleblowing statute, and therefore turned to Willis and Huffman for guidance. The court quoted extensively from Willis and Huffman, then noted that “we find the reasoning of the federal courts equally applicable to [the Ohio statute] . . .”

The Haddox court did not, however, take the initial step of considering whether the language of the statutes is sufficiently similar to justify following Huffman. In fact, there are differences between the statutes. For instance, the WPA does not delineate to whom protected disclosures must be made; however, Ohio’s statute does by specifically identifying supervisors as those to whom reports may be made. This specific inclusion of reports made to supervisors within the protection of the statute undercuts part of Huffman’s rationale—that Congress could not have intended to cover disclosures to supervisors because that would encompass too many workplace disputes. As a matter of statutory analysis, Haddox is less than compelling.

What appeared to be driving the decision in Haddox was the court’s concern about the potential number of whistleblowing claims that could be brought without having a limitation like the job duties exclusion.  


206. Id. at *6–7.

207. The court also mentioned a third case, Anderson v. Dep’t of Energy, 89 Fed. App’x 711 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (per curiam), which applied Huffman and cited to Sasse and Skare v. Extendicare Health Servs., Inc., 515 F.3d 836 (8th Cir. 2008) (applying Minnesota law in a federal case).


209. Compare 5 U.S.C. § 2302 (2006) with OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 124.341(A) (West 2010). Another example of differences between the statutes is that the WPA protects “disclosures”, while the Ohio statute protects only written “reports”. While this particular language may not affect the adoption of the job duties exclusion, it illustrates how differently the statutes are written, which suggests that wholesale adoption in Ohio of a judicially-created exception to the WPA should be viewed skeptically.

As discussed in Part II.A., supra, this concern can be addressed in a far more focused manner than by categorically excluding all reports made pursuant to one’s job.

Another flaw in the Haddox court’s analysis was its second rationale for adopting the job duties exclusion. Looking beyond Huffman and its progeny, the Haddox court found support for its decision in the Minnesota Court of Appeals decision in Kidwell v. Sybaritic.\(^{211}\) The problem with this approach, however, is that the Minnesota statute contains a good faith requirement that serves as the statutory basis for the Kidwell version of the job duties exclusion;\(^{212}\) such a requirement is not necessary under the Ohio statute.\(^{213}\)

The third example of adoption of the job duties exclusion is seen in the state of Louisiana, and the decision shows a lack of analysis far greater than that in Haddox. In Matthews v. Military Dep’t of the State of Louisiana,\(^{214}\) the Louisiana Court of Appeals determined, without discussion of the facts or law, that the job duties exclusion applied to a whistleblower provision in Louisiana’s environmental protection statute.\(^{215}\) Rather than relying on Huffman, the court used Sasse to support its decision. Even so, since Sasse relied on Huffman as support for its adoption of the job duties exclusion, Matthews ultimately rests upon Huffman. Much like Haddox, though, the court failed to assess the language of the whistleblower protection provision in the Louisiana statute and whether the language was sufficiently similar to that in the environmental protection statutes at issue in Sasse.\(^{216}\) The court’s summary conclusion in Matthews was followed in a later case, Stone v. Entergy Services, Inc.,\(^{217}\) also without any analysis of the rationale for

\(^{211}\) Id. at 10.

\(^{212}\) Id.

\(^{213}\) See OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 124.341(A) (West 2010).

\(^{214}\) Matthews v. Military Dep’t, 970 So. 2d 1089 (La. Ct. App. 2007).

\(^{215}\) Id. at 1090.

\(^{216}\) Id. The entire discussion of the job duties exclusion and Sasse consists of the following statement: “We also find that plaintiff is afforded no protection under La. R.S. 23:967 or 30:2027 for his reports relative to the State’s potential liability for acquisition of the Gillis Long Hansen Disease Center insofar as the reports were required as part of his normal duties. See Sasse v. U.S. Dep’t of Labor, 409 F.3d 773 (6th Cir. 2005).” Id.

adopting the exclusion. 218

As with the Ohio statute, the language of the Louisiana environmental protection whistleblower provision is at least somewhat at odds with the job duties exclusion. The Louisiana statute explicitly covers reports made to an employee’s supervisor. 219 Neither Matthews nor Stone addressed this language. Nor, for that matter, did these decisions address any statutory language before reaching the conclusion that the job duties exclusion would apply. Similarly, these courts failed to discuss the purpose of the Louisiana statute. In fact, the courts failed to articulate any rationale whatsoever for adopting the job duties exclusion 220.

The fourth adoption of the job duties exclusion is found in Mize-Kurzman v. Marin Comm. College District. 221 In Mize-Kurzman, the trial court gave a limiting jury instruction on a state statutory whistleblower claim that incorporated the job duties exclusion in Huffman. 222 The party’s appellate brief indicated that the trial court accepted Huffman, but there was no indication of the rationale behind the decision. 223 The case is on appeal, and it remains to be seen whether the decision will stand.

Despite these applications of the job duties exclusion, employers have not prevailed in every jurisdiction that has addressed the issue. In Connecticut, the results for employers have been mixed, with public but not private sector employee claims under the Connecticut statute being subject to the job duties exclusion. Connecticut presents an interesting case study of the influence of Garcetti because the state has a statute codifying freedom of speech protections for employees in both government and private sector that has been used as the source of whistleblower protections by some employees. 224 Even though the

---

218. In Stone, the parties discussed both Matthews and Sasse in their briefs; however, the court’s opinion states that it finds “no Louisiana cases directly on point.” Id. at 200.
220. See generally Stone, 9 So. 3d 193; Matthews v. Military Dep’t, 970 So. 2d 1089 (La. Ct. App. 2007).
222. Id.
223. Id.
224. See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 31-51q (2010) (providing that “[a]ny employer . . . who subjects
argument for adopting the job duties exclusion seems far more compelling under such a statute, courts have, so far, been reluctant to apply it to employees in the private sector. For instance, in 2007, a Connecticut Superior Court refused to apply *Garcetti* to a private sector employee who brought a claim under the Connecticut statute (§ 31-51q), but provided no explanation other than the fact that *Garcetti* involved a public employee.\(^{225}\) A more recent U.S. District Court decision provided more substance while reaching the same conclusion. In *Trusz*, the court indicated that *Garcetti* would not apply, noting that *Garcetti’s* holding applied only to public employees and that it “[did] not follow that the rationale for public workplace limitations delineated in *Garcetti* should also apply to private workplaces.”\(^{226}\) These cases suggest that while *Garcetti* will not apply to private sector employee claims under § 31-51q, it will apply to government employees.

Since *Garcetti*, there has been only one case in which the result has been a clear repudiation of the job duties exclusion. In *Vera v. Sun Land Beef Co.*\(^{227}\) the Arizona Court of Appeals refused to adopt the employer’s argument to apply the job duties exclusion. The case involved a former employee of a beef processing company who alleged he was fired for reporting to his supervisor incidents where the company violated a host of environmental laws.\(^{228}\) The former employee sued, based in part on Arizona’s whistleblower protection statute. On appeal, the employer relied heavily on *Garcetti* and argued that the *Huffman* job duties exclusion should apply to the Arizona whistleblower protection statute.\(^{229}\) In rejecting this contention, the court noted:

> any employee to discipline or discharge on account of the exercise by such employee of rights guaranteed by the [F]irst [A]mendment to the United States Constitution or section 3, 4, or 14 of article first of the Constitution of the state . . . shall be liable to such employee for damages . . . “). Connecticut also has a general whistleblower protection statute which is more similar to the WPA and the Minnesota and Texas statutes discussed previously. See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 31-51m (2010).


\(^{228}\) Id. at *1.

[Defendant] nevertheless contends that Vera's claim should be rejected because he merely reported to [Defendant] issues that were public knowledge and because he performed his regular employment duties in making such warnings. However, these arguments are based on out-of-state cases and statutes and cannot add to or subtract from the statutory provisions set forth by A.R.S. § 23-1501(3)(c)(ii).”

This approach, while not an in-depth analysis of the issue, at least has the virtue of considering the state’s statutory language.

In short, before Garcetti was decided, employers sought to apply the job duties exclusion in only a handful of cases, and no court adopted it. Since Garcetti, however, employers more frequently argue the job duties exclusion and with greater success. Six states have directly addressed the job duties exclusion. Four of these have adopted it, one shows signs of a mixed approach, adopting it for public employees but not private sector employees, and only one has refused to adopt it.

V. FIGHTING THE INFECTION

Immediate action is required to prevent the job duties exclusion from gaining greater acceptance. Three steps can be taken in this effort. First, on the federal level, Congress should amend the WPA to overrule Willis and Huffman and eliminate the job duties exclusion. The necessary amendment is simple, and has been proposed several times in the last few years, but it has never been enacted. An amendment could expand the definition of a protected disclosure by adding the following language: “including a disclosure made in the ordinary course of an employee's duties.” Amending the WPA might also have an impact beyond the federal employee whistleblower situation, as it would discredit Huffman and Willis as a source of support for adopting the job duties exclusion.

Second, at the state level legislatures can proactively amend whistleblower protection statutes to explicitly protect job-related
disclosures. California and the District of Columbia recently became the first jurisdictions to take this step. Both of these jurisdictions revised the definition of a protected disclosure to explicitly include reports made within the course of performing ordinary job duties. While California has taken one proactive step toward ensuring that whistleblower protections are not eviscerated by the job duties exclusion, not all whistleblowers are covered by this legislative fix. California has numerous statutes protecting whistleblowers, and only one of these, the primary source of protection for state governmental employees, has been amended to affirmatively cover disclosures made pursuant to one’s job duties. Private sector whistleblowers are not covered by the amendment. It may be that the legislature believed that the job duties exclusion would only apply to public sector employees and thus saw no need to amend the private sector whistleblower statutes. However, as is evident from Kidwell, the job duties exclusion has been applied to statutes that protect private sector employees. More work by the legislature is needed to adequately protect California’s private sector employees.

In addition to legislative action, courts should be more cautious in adopting the job duties exclusion. Courts should consider the precise language in state statutes to determine whether the exclusion is consistent with the statute. Further, while employers have legitimate interests in controlling the workplace, and courts have concerns over excessive volume of claims, existing doctrines can be used to address these concerns more specifically and narrowly. Foreclosing whistleblowing protection to reports made pursuant to one’s job and within the chain of command without statutory authority for such a broad exclusion represents judicial activism with potential to severely constrict legitimate reporting of unlawful activity.


235. For a listing of the most significant statutes providing generalized whistleblower protections, see WESTMAN & MODESTITT, supra note 9, at app. A at 281, app. B at 309.